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Definitions of “Success” 
 What’s the path?    

The “Spark” – top tier media coverage

Quality media coverage conveys 
messages

Influencers generate 
understanding/awareness 

Communications increases 
engagement 

Engagement increases revenue and 
revenue advances goals 
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Connect the dots between what you do and value 

• Digital/Web
• Email
• Traditional Media 
• Social Media 
• Events 

You Create content

• Informed publics
• Influencers 
• Government officials 

Content reaches 
stakeholders

• Subscribe
• Use website as a 

frequent source 
• Download

Stakeholders engage 
with content  

• Shares
• Quotes
• Amplifies  via social 

and traditional media 

Seen as the Go-To 
Credible Source of 

Economic Information 



Typical Dashboard 
Digital/Web 

Data Source: Google Analytics
Social Media
Data Source: Sprout

E-Mail
Data Source: Mail Chimp 

Events 
Traditional Media 
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Key Priorities Dashboard *

 Education
Posters and podcast proved most popular
Media  (Social as well as Traditional) efforts were 
less successful 
Engagement rate was lower than for other 
campaigns

 Community Development
 In-person events generated the highest quality 

and most engagement 
 Email brought people out to events

 GDP Now
 Consistently generated high volume levels 

across all media 
 Generated lower Engagement rates due to 

irrelevant social posts 

 Consumer Payment Choice 
 Consistently generated high volume levels across all 

media 
 Generated lower Engagement rates due to irrelevant 

social posts 

 Payments & Risk 
Consistently generated high volume levels 
across all media 
Generated lower Engagement rates due to 
irrelevant social posts 

 Data Dependence
 Consistently generated high volume levels 

across all media 
 Generated lower Engagement rates due to 

irrelevant social posts 

*For illustration purposes only. Numbers are not real.



Tourism Destination 
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Intent 
to visit 

Desirable Photo

Dispels a Myth

Signature Experience

Call to action or 
recommendation 

Dashboard View By Channel 



How to Measure the Crisis Avoided 

1. Measure consistently and continuously to determine when things are 
bad or good.

2. Compare your current crisis measurement results against those for 
past crises. 

3. Show that you are doing better than the competition.
4. Make sure that your “nightmare” really is one: measure the outcome, 

not the media.
5. It’s only a crisis if your stakeholders think it is: measure what they

think, not what you think.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Measure consistently and continuously to determine when things are bad or good.If you have a robust media (traditional and social) monitoring system set up, particularly one that uses a quality score, you’ll have a baseline to judge if the news is taking a turn for the worse. The key here is to have baselines and benchmarks set up so you know if things are trending down.Many automated monitoring systems today enable you to set alerts that warn you if more than a pre-defined number of negative mentions appear in a set timeframe. Those boundary conditions are established using machine learning, based on your prior media coverage. In this way you’ll know when to get nervous. Therefore, one of the major crisis measurement metrics will be: no alerts going off—or, if you are particularly crisis prone, a reduction in the number of alerts per week.2. Compare your current crisis measurement results against those for past crises.If you or any of your peers have suffered through other crises in recent years, you have a built-in baseline against which to measure your success. Find a similar scenario to the fire you’re in the process of trying to put out (particularly if it predates your arrival on the scene) and see what the consequences were:How long did the crisis last?How much of the coverage was negative?How much traction did the negative messages get?Now compare that against the media fallout from the current crisis you’re managing. Does it contain more or fewer key messages? Is your quality score better or worse? Is the ratio between negative and positive coverage better or worse? If you are currently doing better than in the past, then you’ve earned your official hero’s cape!3. Show that you are doing better than the competition.In today’s society the chances of avoiding all crises are slim to none. There’s very little stopping your competitors from hiring a troll farm on the other side of the world to spread nasty rumors designed to blacken your reputation. The good news is that you’re not alone. Pretty much everyone else in your industry or market segment is subject to the same risks. The bad news is that the way the media works today, if one company in your industry comes under fire, chances are you’ll all be caught up in it.So check to see if you’re getting less of the bad stuff than your peers. Think about it this way: If you have four major competitors and all are working equally hard to keep bad stuff out of the news and get good stuff into the news, then each company would theoretically receive 20% (i.e., one-fifth) of all the bad stuff and 20% of the good stuff. So anytime you get less than 20% of the undesirable coverage, you’re ahead of the competition.4. Make sure that your “nightmare” really is one: measure the outcome, not the media.As in all communications efforts, you need to keep the end goal in mind. So when you are threatened with or in the middle of what you believe is a crisis, take a deep breath and analyze the consequences. Many major organizations categorize crises before they decide how to respond:Is it a media crisis? If so it will dominate a news cycle or possibly trend on Twitter. But it probably won’t last more than about 24 hours.Is it an organizational crisis? If so, to what degree will it disrupt the function of the organization and/or the customers, and for how long?Is it a reputational crisis? Will it inflict long term damage on the brand and/or the stock price?For several non-profits I’ve worked for, what appeared at first to be a disastrous story turned out to actually generate donations and/or engagement.The NWF’s “disaster.” A number of years ago the PR guy at the National Wildlife Federation asked me how I would measure a disaster. So I asked him to describe a typical “disaster.” He recounted how, in support of NWF’s push to protect open land for endangered species, he had worked for weeks to arrange for a water buffalo to appear on the Conan O’Brien show. It did not go as planned. The water buffalo threw Conan to the ground, generating a spectacular bruise, which of course he showed off to his audience the next night.Conan’s technicolor bruise aside, I wasn’t convinced that this was as much of a “disaster” as the NWF thought. As it happened, their digital analytics expert was on hand, so I asked her to pull up their results for the 72 hours following the episode. It turned out that traffic to their website had spiked and generated an unexpected uptick in donations and subscriptions. What they had assumed was a disaster was actually a success.PBS’s “negative” coverage. I spotted a similar occurrence recently with another client. Their one negative mention in an otherwise wildly successful month was this clip from Jimmy Kimmel Live, making fun of PBS’ The Great American Read survey. I checked PBS’s digital analytics and found that immediately following that “negative” piece they saw a 22% spike in new unique visitors. Again, what first seemed to be failure was a surprisingly good result.5. It’s only a crisis if your stakeholders think it is: measure what they think, not what you think.A crisis is a crisis if and only if it negatively impacts your key stakeholders. I’ve provided evidence in court trials in which a company claimed defamation but our crisis measurement research showed that almost no one was aware of the crisis. And if they were, then they couldn’t name the company responsible.A well-known case occurred during one of the Olympic Games, when IBM’s sponsorship included providing all the IT and networks for the event. On opening day everything but the media center was up and running. Naturally the media had a field day slamming IBM for its “failure.” In the meantime IBM did what any smart company would do: it conducted an overnight poll of its customers and target audience. The response was “We’re really impressed that IBM could get something that complex up and running that quickly.” So: no stakeholder problem, no crisis. ∞
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